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Abstract
In Attribute-based Encryption (ABE) scheme, attributes
play a very important role. Attributes have been exploited to generate a public key for encrypting data and
have been used as an access policy to control users’ access.
The access policy can be categorized as either key-policy
or ciphertext-policy. The key-policy is the access structure on the user’s private key, and the ciphertext-policy
is the access structure on the ciphertext. And the access
structure can also be categorized as either monotonic or
non-monotonic one. Using ABE schemes can have the
advantages: (1) to reduce the communication overhead
of the Internet, and (2) to provide a fine-grained access
control. In this paper, we survey a basic attribute-based
encryption scheme, two various access policy attributebased encryption schemes, and two various access structures, which are analyzed for cloud environments. Finally,
we list the comparisons of these schemes by some criteria
for cloud environments.
Keywords: Cloud computing, attribute-based encryption,
access control, fine-grained access, revocation.

1

Introduction

Internet technology is growing more and more quickly,
and people can process, store, or share with their data by
using its ability. Recently, the cloud has emerged to provide various application services to satisfy users’ requirement [1]. In the storage service application, the cloud can
let the user, data owner, store his data, and share this
data with other users via the cloud, because the cloud
can provide the pay as you go environment[8] where peo-

ple just need to pay the money for the storage space they
use. It can bring down the cost efficiently for people.
But, there is a problem that the data owner has to solve
it. The data owner needs to make a flexible and scalable
access control policy to command users’ access right, so
that only the authorized users can access [6, 31].
Besides, for protecting the confidentiality of the stored
data, the data must be encrypted before uploading to the
cloud [12, 15, 29]. Traditional public key infrastructure
can be adopted in the data encryption process, and the
data owner uses data users’ public key to encrypt this
data before uploading to the cloud; if the data user sends
through a access request to the cloud, then the cloud
would return the corresponding ciphertext to the data
user. An user would use his private key to decrypt this
data. But this manner would lead to some problems: (1)
to be able to encrypt data, the data owner needs to obtain the data user’s public key to complete this; (2) a
lot of storage overhead would spend because of the same
plaintext with different public keys.
For improving these disadvantages, Sahai and Waters proposed an attribute-based encryption (ABE)
scheme [27] in 2005, and this paper proposed the first
concept of the attribute-based encryption scheme. The
ABE scheme used an user’s identity as attributes, and a
set of attributes were used to encrypt and decrypt data.
The ABE scheme can result the problem that data owner
needs to use every authorized user’s public key to encrypt
data. And in the same year, Nail et al. proposed an
threshold attribute-based encryption which can prevent
the collusion attacks [25].
In 2006, Goyal et al. proposed an key-policy attributebased encryption (KP-ABE) scheme [11] that built the
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access policy into the user’s private key and described
the encrypted data with user’s attributes. The KP-ABE
scheme can achieve fine-grained access control and more
flexibility to control users than ABE scheme. But the
disadvantage of KP-ABE is that the access policy is built
into an user’s private key, so data owner can’t choose who
can decrypt the data except choosing a set of attributes
which can describe this data. And it is unsuitable in
certain application because a data owner has to trust the
key issuer. Besides, the access structure in KP-ABE is a
monotonic access structure, it can’t express the negative
attribute to exclude the parties with whom data owner
didn’t want to share data from memberships.
So Ostrovsky et al. proposed a non-monotonic access structure [26] in 2007, and this scheme can let each
attribute attach primed word in front of them. And
Bethencourt et al. also proposed an ciphertext-policy attribute based (CP-ABE) scheme [2] in the same year, and
the CP-ABE scheme built the access policy into the encrypted data; a set of attributes is in an user’s key. The
CP-ABE scheme addresses the problem of KP-ABE that
data owner only trusts the key issuer. After that, several schemes were proposed based on the CP-ABE scheme
[7, 9, 10, 13, 14, 16, 18, 24, 34].
Moreover, Muller et al. proposed an distributed
attribute-based encryption scheme [23] in 2008; Yu et
al. proposed a fine-grained data access control encryption
scheme [35], Tang et al. proposed a Verifiable attributebased encryption scheme [30], and Wang et al. proposed a hierarchical attribute-based encryption scheme
(HABE) [32, 33] in 2010 and 2011. This scheme uses the
disjunctive normal form policy and generates the keys hierarchically. And this scheme assumed that all attributes
in one conjunctive clause are administered by the same
domain authority. In addition to this, there are multiauthorities ABE schemes [3, 4, 5, 19, 20] that use multiple
parties to distribute attributes for users.
Based on the type of access structure, attribute-based
encryption schemes can be roughly categorized as either
monotonic or non-monotonic. And based on the access
policy, these schemes also can be roughly categorized
as either key policy or ciphertext-policy. In this paper,
the survey started from basic attribute-based encryption
scheme, followed by monotonic access structure which
could be divided into key-policy attribute-based encryption scheme, ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption
scheme. Attribute-based encryption scheme with nonmonotonic structure is introduced. Thereafter, and hierarchical attribute-based encryption scheme as the end.
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Before uploading data to the cloud, the data was encrypted by the data owner. Therefore, unauthorized
parties including the cloud cannot know the information about the encrypted data.
C2. Fine-grained access control
In the same group, the system granted the different
access right to individual user. Users are on the same
group, but each user can be granted the different access right to access data. Even for users in the same
group, their access rights are not the same.
C3. Scalability
When the authorized users increase, the system can
work efficiently. So the number of authorized users
cannot affect the performance of the system.
C4. User accountability [17]
If the authorized user is dishonest, he would share
his attribute private key with the other unauthorized
user. It causes the problem that the illegal key would
share among unauthorized users.
C5. User revocation
If the user quits the system, the scheme can revoke his
access right from the system directly. The revocable
user cannot access any stored data, because his access
right was revoked.
C6. Collusion resistant
Users cannot combine their attributes to decipher the
encrypted data. Since each attribute is related to
the polynomial or the random number, different users
cannot collude each other.

1.2

Organization

In this paper, we survey several attribute-based encryption schemes including two varied access structures, which
are monotonic and non-monotonic. The organization of
the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce these attribute-based encryption schemes. In Section 3, we compare these schemes by using the criteria
illustrated in Section 1, and in Section 4, our conclusions
are given.

2

Related Works

In cloud environments, if a data owner wants to share
data with users, he will encrypt data and then upload
to cloud storage service. Through the encryption step,
1.1 The Criteria of An Ideal Attribute- the cloud cannot know the information of the encrypted
data. Besides, to avoid the unauthorized user accessbased Encryption Scheme
ing the encrypted data in the cloud, a data owner uses
According to these schemes, a summary of the criteria, the encryption scheme for access control of encrypted
that ideal attribute-based encryption schemes, are listed data. In existing schemes, many encryption schemes
can achieve and provide security, assure data confidenas follows.
tial, and prevent collusion attack scheme. One of the
C1. Data confidentiality
encryption schemes is attribute-based encryption scheme.
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The first concept of attribute-based encryption was proposed in 2005. And then many attribute-based encryption schemes were proposed. According to the access policy, two types of these schemes can be classified, the keypolicy and ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption
schemes. The key-policy attribute-based scheme is that
the access policy is attached to the user’s private key, and
a set of descriptive attributes is in the encrypted data. If
a set of attributes satisfies the access policy, the user will
recover the message. If not, he cannot obtain it. And the
ciphertext-policy attribute-based scheme is that the access policy is associated to the encrypted data, and a set
of descriptive attributes is in the user’s private key. If a set
attribute satisfies the access policy, the user can decipher
the encrypted data. In this section, we will introduce five
attribute-based encryption schemes. And according to
the type of access policy, there are monotonic access structure and non-monotonic access structure. Non-monotonic
access structure can use the negative word to describe every attribute, but the monotonic access structure cannot.
The notations used in this paper are listed in Table 1.

2.1

Attribute-based Encryption Scheme

Sahai and Waters proposed an attribute based encryption
scheme in 2005. There are authority, data owner (also be
called sender) and data user (also be called receiver) in
this scheme, and authority ’s role is to generate keys for
data owners and users to encrypt or decrypt data. In
this scheme, the authority generates keys according to
attributes; and these attributes of public key and master
key, which are generated by the authority, should predefine (means that it will list attributes which will be
used in the future). If any data user who wants to add to
this system, and he owns to attributes don’t include predefined attributes. The authority will re-define attributes
and generate a public key and master key again. And
data owner’s role in this scheme is to encrypt data with
a public key and a set of descriptive attributes. A data
user’s role is to decrypt encrypted data with his private
key sent from the authority, and then he can obtain the
needed data.
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cuted: Setup, KeyGen, Encrypt, and Decrypt. Let G1
and G2 be two bilinear groups of prime order p, and let g
be a generator of G1 . In addition , let e : G1 × G1 −→ G2
denote the bilinear map, and let d be a threshold value.
1) Setup(d): The authority uniformly and randomly
chooses t1 , ..., tn , y from Zq , and publishes the puby
lic key, P K =(T1 = g t1 , ..., Tn = g tn , Y = e(g, g) ).
And the master key is M K = (t1 , ..., tn , y).
2) KeyGen(AU , P K, M K): The authority executes
and generates a private key for the data user U .
Choose a d − 1 degree polynomial q randomly such
that q(0) = y. The data user’s private key D is
{Di = g

q(i)
ti

}∀i∈AU .

3) Encrypt(ACT , P K, M ): Data owner encrypts message M ∈ G2 with a set of attributes ACT . Choose
a random number s ∈ Zq , and the encrypted
data is published as CT = (ACT , E = M Y s =
ys
e(g, g) , {Ei = g ti s }∀i∈AU ).
4) Decrypt(CT , P K, D): Data user decrypts the encrypted data CT with the private
T key D. Choose
d attributes from i ∈ AU ACT to compute
T
q(i)s
e(Ei , Di ) = e(g, g)
if |AU ACT | ≥ d. And comq(0)s
ys
pute Y s = e(g, g)
= e(g, g) with the Lagrange
coefficient, and the message M = E/Y s can be obtained.

In KenGen() algorithm, the user’s private key is generated with secret sharing [28] in this scheme. The shares
of secret y are embedded in the components of the user’s
private key Di , and the secret key is associated with the
random polynomial q(i). So every user’s private key D
cannot be combined to a new private key to perform the
collusion attack. And in the Encrypt() algorithm, the random number s can avoid user decrypting the data after
the first decrypting, when he infers the number. Besides,
the component of the encrypted data Ei would be used in
Decrypt() algorithm, the needed attributes can be known
through this component. The attributes in user’s private
key and the encrypted data can let this scheme achieve
access control. The authorized users can use their private key to decrypt the corresponding data. In addition,
For decrypting data, attributes in data user’s private application of this scheme would be restricted in the real
key will check by matching with the attributes in en- environment because it use the access of monotonic atcrypted data. If the number of ”matching” is at least tributes to control user’s access.
a threshold value d, the data user’s private key will be
permitted to decrypt the encrypted data. For example,
for a set of descriptive attributes in the encrypted data, 2.2 Key-Policy Attribute-based Encryp{M IS, T eacher, Student}, the threshold value is 2. If
tion Scheme
a data user wants to decrypt the encrypted data, his
number of attributes in private key will need two or
the more than two of attributes in the encrypted data, In 2006, Goyal proposed an key-policy attribute-based
so that a data user has a private key with attributes, (KP-ABE) scheme. This scheme uses a set of attributes
to describe the encrypted data and builds a access pol{M IS, Student} to decrypt and obtain the data.
icy in user’s private key. If attributes of the encrypted
In this scheme, there are four algorithms to be exe- data can satisfy the access structure in user’s private key
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Table 1: The notations
Notation
Gx
g
AU
ACT
AU −KP
ACT −CP
ACT −HA
fU
A
D
M

Signification
The bilinear group of prime order p, x = 1, 2
A generator of G1
Attributes of data user U in private key
Attributes with the encrypted data CT
The access structure in user’s private key
The access structure in the encrypted data
The DNF access control policy in the encrypted data
The non-monotonic access structure in user’s private key
User’s private key
The message

D, an user can obtain the message through decrypt algorithm. In addition, the KeyGen() algorithm is different
from the attribute-based encryption which is introduced
at subsection one in this section. The user’s private key
is according to the access structure to generate. In this
algorithm, it adopts secret sharing and chooses a polynomial qx such that qx (0) = qparent(x) (index(x)), (Note
that parent(x) is x’s parent node, and index(x) is the
number associated with node x that is given by x’s parent node.) in a top-down manner which is to start from
the root node r for each node x in the access structure.
So qr (0) is equal to the master key y, and the master key
y is distributed among the user’s private key component
Di which is corresponding to the leaf node (Note that the
leaf node represents attribute).
Since the KeyGen() algorithm is different, the Decrypt() algorithm also be different. It use attributes of
encrypted data to run decryptnode function in the decryption algorithm. And it can input encrypted data,
user’s private key, and nodes of the access structure in
user’s private key; it adopts bottom-up manner in the
access structure and recursive manner to decrypt the encrypted data. Beside, this scheme divides nodes of the access structure into the equal the leaf nodes. Finally, it will
get a bilinear formula and use polynomial interpolation to
get the message. ForVexample, the encrypted data with
attributes are {M IS Student},
V and user’sWprivate key
with access structure is {M IS (T eacher Student)}.
The encrypted data with attributes satisfies the access
structure of an user’s private key, and then user can get
the message.

y

g tn , Y = e(g, g) ). And keeps the master key, M K =
(t1 , ..., tn , y) be secret.
2) KeyGen(AU −KP , P K, M K): The authority generates private key components for each leaf node x in
the access structure. The private key components are
qx (0)

Dx = g ti , where i is equal to a leaf node in the
access structure. These components will be merged
into the user’s private key, and be sent to an user.
3) Encrypt(M, ACT , P K): Data owner chooses a random number s from Zq and encrypts a message
M ∈ G2 with a set of attributes ACT , and then he
generates the encrypted data as CT = (ACT , E =
ys
M Y s = e(g, g) , {Ei = g ti s }∀i∈ACT ).
4) Decrypt (CT, D): This algorithm can be executed
by a recursive algorithm, It inputs the encrypted
data, user’s private key, and nodes of the access
structure in user’s private key. If i is equal to the
leaf node, and i is in the access structure of user’s
private key, it will call the decryptnode function,
s·q (0)
e(Dx , Ei ) = e(g, g) x . If i is not in the access
structure of an user’s private key, it will call the decryptnode function; and it outputs invalid. If i is
not equal to the leaf node, it will call decryptnode
function and input all children nodes of node x, z,
and use lagrange coefficient to compute to obtain
s·q (0)
e(g, g) x . Finally, the decryption algorithm call
the decryptnode function on the root of the access
ys
structure and compute e(g, g) = Y s , if and only if
the encrypted data satisfies the access structure of
private key. And the message M = YEs can be obtained.

In this scheme, there are four algorithms to be executed: Setup, KeyGen, Encrypt, and Decrypt. And the
parameters described in this scheme and parameters of
In this scheme, the user’s private key is associated with
the ABE scheme are the same. It will be depicted as
access structure, and the encrypted data with a set of
follows.
descriptive attributes can be used to be corresponding to
the access structure of the user’s private key. Since access
1) Setup(d): The authority chooses several uniform and control is built in user’s private key, the attributes of the
random numbers t1 , ..., tn , y from Zq , and makes encrypted data satisfies access structure so to let a data
public the public key, P K =(T1 = g t1 , ..., Tn = user decrypt the encrypted data. However, the access
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control right is owned by user’s private key, and some
people just obtaining this key can let him decrypt data.
It means the user’s private key can choose the encrypted
data which is satisfied, but the encrypted data cannot
choose who can decrypt this data. For a scheme, the
ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption is proposed.
It builds the access policy in the ciphertext and uses a set
of attributes to describe the user’s private key.

2.3

Ciphertext-Policy
Attribute-based
Encryption Scheme

In 2007, Bethencourt et al. proposed a ciphertext policy
attribute-based scheme, and the access policy in the encrypted data (ciphertext). The access control method of
this scheme is similar to the key policy attribute-based
encryption. In key policy attribute-based encryption, the
access policy is in user’s private key, but the access policy is switched to the encrypted data in ciphertext policy
attribute-based encryption. And a set of descriptive attributes are associated with the user’s private key, and the
access policy is built in the encrypted data. The access
structure of the encrypted data is corresponding to the
user’s private key with a set of descriptive attributes. If
a set of attributes in user’s private key satisfies the access
structure of the encrypted data, the data user can decrypt
the encrypted data; if it cannot, the data user cannot obtain the message. For example,
the access
structure in the
V
W
encrypted data is {M IS (T eacher Student)}.
If a set
V
of attributes in user’s private key is {M IS T eacher},
the user can recover the data.
In the access structure of this scheme, it adopts the
same method which was depicted in KP-ABE to build.
And the access structure built in the encrypted data can
let the encrypted data choose which key can recover the
data, it means the user’s key with attributes just satisfies the access structure of the encrypted data. And the
concept of this scheme is very close to the traditional access control scheme. There are five algorithms in this
scheme, Setup(), KeyGen(), Encrypt(), Delegate(), Decrypt(). The Delegate algorithm is in addition more than
above schemes, and it can input user’s private key and regenerate the new one with another attributes which are in
a set of attributes of the original user’s private key. And
this key is equal to the key generated from the authority.
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j in a set of attributes in user’s private key. The
(α+s)
user’s private key, D = (DK = g β , ∀j ∈ AU :
s
Dj = g s · H(j) j , Dj∗ = g sj ) is output.
3) Encrypt(P K, M, ACT −CP ): Data owner executes
this algorithm to encrypt the message M with the
access structure ACT −CP . Choose a random number y ∈ Zq , set qr (0) = y, where r is the root
node, and let I be the set of leaf nodes in ACT −CP .
The message is encrypted with access structure
ACT −CP , and then outputs the encrypted data,
e = M e(g, g)αy ), C = hy , ∀i : Ci =
CT = (ACT −CP , C
qi (0)
∗
g
, Ci = H(att(i))qi (0)) .
fU ): This algorithm takes the user’s pri4) Delegate(D, A
vate key D and a set of attributes whose each attribute is in AU to create a new user’s private key
e
D.
5) Decrypt(CT, D): When data user receives the encrypted data, he can execute this algorithm. The
user’s private key D and the encrypted data are input in this algorithm and the recursive function, and
decryptnode is called. If the node x is a leaf node and
let k = att(x), where k ∈ AU , the decryptnode can be
called , then it computes decryptnode(CT, D, x) =
sq (0)
e(Dk ,Cx )
= e(g, g) x . If k is not in AU , de∗ ,C ∗ )
e(Dk
x
cryptnode will output invalid. If x is not the leaf
node, the decryptnode function can be called and
all children nodes of node x, z can be input to execute. It use Lagrange coefficient to compute and
sq (0)
obtain e(g, g) x . Hence, if the access structure
ACT −CP satisfies AU , the CT, D, s are input to comsy
pute decryptnode(CT, D, s)= e(g, g) . The algoe
C
rithm can decrypt by computing e(C,DK)/e(g,g)
ys =
M to recover the message M .

The CP-ABE builds the access structure in the encrypted data to choose the corresponding user’s private
key to decipher data. It improves the disadvantage of
KP-ABE that the encrypted data cannot choose who can
decrypt. It can support the access control in the real
environment. In addition, the user’s private key is in
this scheme, a combination of a set of attributes, so an
user only use this set of attributes to satisfy the access
structure in the encrypted data. Moreover, the CP-ABE
scheme is applied in the proxy re-encryption field to increase security of this field. The CP-ABE scheme can
The parameters in this scheme and in KP-ABE are the be applied in the scheme which can achieves proxy reencryption in cloud environments [36].
same. This scheme will be described as follows.
1) Setup: The authority chooses two random numbers
2.4
α, β from Zq as exponents, and generates the public
1
α
key, P K = (G0 , g, h = g β , f = g β , e(g, g) ). The
master key is M K = (β, g α ).

Attribute-based Encryption Scheme
with Non-Monotonic Access Structures

2) KeyGen(M K, AU ): The authority chooses a random In 2007, Ostrovsky et al. proposed an attribute-based
number s from Zq , and random sj for each attribute encryption with non-monotonic access structure. The
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access formula of access structure in user’s private key
can represent any type through attributes such as negative ones. It is different from the previous attributebased encryption scheme. The previous schemes are like
KP-ABE scheme, and the access structure in user’s private key has monotonic access formula. No negative attributes exist in it. Apart from this, the access structure of this scheme is the same as the access structure
of KP-ABE scheme. There is a Boolean formula such as
And, OR, and threshold gates in these access structures,
but there is a boolean formula, NOT in access structure
of this scheme. However, other schemes do not include
it. There is an example for this scheme. If a teacher in
department of information management wants to share
the data with students, he will set a set of attributes
in the encrypted
data. And there is an access strucV
ture, {M IS Student} in students’ private key. But the
teacher doesn’t want graduates to access this data, he
adds N OT graduate to V
the access V
structure. So the access structure is {M IS Student N OT graduate}. It
can let data not be accessed by graduates.
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3) Encrypt(M, ACT , P K): when a data owner wants
to encrypt a message M ∈ G2 under a set of attributes ACT ⊂ Zq∗ , he would comply this algorithm.
First, the random number s is chosen from Zq , and is
used to compute the encrypted data. And then output the encrypted data as CT = (ACT , E (1) = M ·
(3)
(4)
s
s
e(g1 , g2 ) , E (2) = g s , {Ex = T (x) }x∈ACT , {Ex =
s
V (x) }x∈ACT ).
4) Decrypt(CT, D): Input the encrypted data CT
and private key D, and this algorithm is executed.
First, a data user checks if ACT ∈
fU . If not, its output is invalid. If ACT ∈
A
(1)
(2)
fU , it will compute e(Di(2) ,E (3) ) = e(g2 , g)s·p(xi )
A
)

e(Di ,Ei

for a non-negated attribute xi ,
(3)

(5)

e(Di ,E (2) )
(4) σx

e(Di ,Πx∈ACT (Ei

)

(4)

σx

)·e(Di ,E (2) )

i

and compute
= e(g2 , g)

s·p(xi )

,

where {σx }x∈ACT is a Lagrangian coefficient, for a
s·α
negated attribute. And use the number of e(g2 , g)
s·α
is d+1 to compute , and obtain e(g2 , g) . The mess·α
2 ,g)
sage can be recovered by computing m·e(g
e(g2 ,g)s·α = M .

This scheme proposes the first method that can add
negative constraints to describe attributes. And it is flexThis scheme is undesirable for two reasons. First, there
ible to use access policy for a data owner. This scheme are many negative attributes in the encrypted data, but
contains four algorithms: Setup(), KeyGen(), Encrypt(), they don’t relate to the encrypted data. It means that
and Decrypt(), and they will be introduced as follows.
each attribute adds a negative word to describe it, but
these are useless for decrypting the encrypted data. It
can cause the encrypted data overhead becoming huge.
1) Setup(d): A parameter d is decided that how many
In addition, the new attributes may be used after the
attributes the encrypted data has. And let G1 be a
encrypted data is created, and a data owner can’t know all
bilinear group of prime order p, let g be a generator
the attributes which may be used to encrypt in the future.
of G1 , and let e : G1 × G1 −→ G2 denote the bilinear
In addition, the negative attributes are used to let the
map. After that, choose two random numbers α, β
setting of access structure be more flexible. Data owner
α
β
from Zq , and denote g1 = g , g2 = g . Let h(x), q(x)
can add a negative word in front of an attribute, and this
be two polynomials of degree d and constraint that
action can let the person who possesses this attribute be
q(0) = β. Generate the public key, P K = (g, g1 ; g2 =
unable to decrypt the data.
q(0) q(1) q(2)
q(d) h(0) h(1) h(2)
h(d)
g
,g
,g
, ..., g
;g
,g
,g
, ..., g
),
and the master key, M K = α.
In addition, denote and publish two publicly computable function, T, V : Zq −→ G1 such as 2.5 Hierarchical Attribute-based Encrypd
tion Scheme
T (x) −→ g2x · g h(x) , V (x) −→ g q(x) .
fU , P K, M K): The authority would exe2) KeyGen(A
cute this algorithm to output a key for users, and
let them decrypt the encrypted data only if the attributes of the encrypted data that satisfies the nonfU in user’s private key.
monotonic access structure A
fU be a non-monotonic access structure, and
Let A
choose a random number si ∈ Zq for each attribute
xi . Moreover, denote a polynomial p(x) randomly
such that p(0) = α. For xi is a non-negated attribute,
(1)
the component of user’s private key is Di = (Di =
p(xi )
(2)
si
g2
· T (xi ) , Di = g si ). For xi is a negated
attribute, the component of user’s private key is
(3)
p(x )+s
(4)
(5)
s
Di = (Di = g2 i i , Di = V (xi ) i , Di = g si ).
And then every user’s private key contains each component of private key Di .

In 2011, Wang et al.
proposed a hierarchical
attribute-based encryption scheme composed of a hierarchical identity-based encryption scheme (HIBE) and
a ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption scheme.
This scheme used the property of hierarchical generation
of keys in HIBE scheme to generate keys. Moreover, it
used disjunctive normal form (DNF) to express the access control policy, and the same domain authority in
this scheme administered all attributes in one conjunctive clause. There are five roles in this scheme: the cloud
storage service, data owner, the root authority, the domain authority, and data users. The role of cloud storage
service is that let a data owner can store data and share
data with users. The role of data owner is encrypting
data and sharing data with users. The role of the root
authority is generating system parameters and domain
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keys, to distribute them. The role of domain authority is
managing the domain authority at next level and all users
in its domain, to delegate keys for them. Besides, it can
distribute secret keys for users. And users can use their
secret keys to decrypt the encrypted data and obtain the
message.
The key generation in this scheme adopts a hierarchical
method. The root authority generates a root master key
for domain authority at the first level. The system public
key and the master key of the domain authority at first
level are used to create the master keys for the domain
authorities at the next level by the root authority or the
domain authority at the first level. In addition, the domain authority generates the user identity secret key and
the user attribute secret key for the authorized user. The
processes of this scheme will be introduced as follows.
1) Setup(K): The security parameter K is input, mk0
is chosen from Zq , two bilinear groups G1 , G2 of
order p, and a bilinear map e : G1 × G1 −→
G2 are chosen by the root authority. And then
three random oracle H1 , H2 , HA , and a generator
P0 ∈ G1 are picked. The system public key is
P K = (p, G1 , G2 , e, P0 , Q0 , H1 , H2 , HA ), and the system master key is M K0 = mk0 which will be kept
secret.
2) CreateDM(P K, M Ki , P K i+1 ): The root authority or the domain authority generates mater keys
M Ki+1 = (mki+1 , Hmki+1 , Di+1 , Q − tuplei+1 ) for
domain authorities DMi+1 by using system public key P K, the public key of domain authorities
DMi+1 , P Ki+1 , and its master key M Ki . Where
mki+1 is the index of the random oracle Hmki+1 ,
Di+1 = Di + mki Pi+1 , Pi+1 = H1 (P Ki+1 ) ∈ G1 ,
Q − tuplei+1 = (Q − tuplei , Qi+1 ), and Qi+1 =
mki+1 P0 ∈ G1 . Assume that D0 is an identity element of G1 , and Q − tuple0 = (Q0 ).
3) CreateUser(P K, M Ki , P Ku , P Ka ): The domain authority first checks whether the user u is authorized
for attribute a which is monitored by itself, when
a user sends a request to domain authority for the
user identity secret key Di,u and the user attribute
secret key on a, Di,u,a . If so, it creates the user identity secret key Di,u = (Q − tuplei−1 , mki · mku P0 ),
and the user attribute secret key Di,u,a = Di + mki ·
mku Pa ∈ G1 by computing mku = HA (P Ku ) ∈ Zq
and Pa = Hmki (P Ka )P0 ∈ G1 . If not, it outputs
”NULL”.
4) Encrypt(P K, M, ACT −HA , {P Ka | a ∈ ACT −HA }):
The data owner encrypts data M Wwith a DNF
N
access control policy ACT −HA =
i=1 (CCi ) =
WN Vni
i=1 ( j=1 aij ) and public keys of all attributes
in access control policy {P Ka | a ∈ ACT −HA }.
The encrypted data is CT = [ACT −HA , Cf =
(U0 , U12 , ..., U1t1 , U1 , ..., UN 2 , ..., UN tN , UN , V )].
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Where U0 = rP0 , r is a random number which is selected from
Pn1Zq , U0 = rP0 , U12 = rP12 , U1t1 = rP1t1 ,
U1 = r j=1
P , UN 2 = rPN 2 , UN tN = rPN tN ,
PnN a1j
UN = r j=1
, Pij = H1 (P Kij ) ∈ G1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ N
and 1 ≤ j ≤ ti , Paij = Hmkiti (P Kaij )P0 ∈ G1
for 1 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 ≤ j ≤ ni , and
V = M ⊕ H2 (e(Q0 , rnA P1 )). Note that nA is
the lowest common multiple of n1 , ..., nN .
5) Decrypt(P K, CT, Di,u , {Di,u,a | a ∈ CCj }): The
user want to obtain the message M , and his attributes satisfies the access policy in the encrypted
data ACT −HA . He recovers the message M by computing
P
V ⊕ H2 (

nA
ni
n
e(mku mkiti P0 , nA
i

e(U0 ,

ni
j=1 Diti ,u,aij )
Qt i
Ui ) j=2
e(Uij ,nA Qi(j−1) )

) = M.

This scheme can satisfy the property of fine-grained access control on the cloud by combining HIBE scheme and
CP-ABE scheme , and full delegation to cloud computation. It can share data for users in the cloud in an enterprise environment. Furthermore, it can apply to achieve
proxy re-encryption [21, 22]. But in practice, it is unsuitable to implement. Since all attributes in one conjunctive
clause in this scheme may be administered by the same
domain authority, the same attribute may be administered by multiple domain authorities.

3

Comparisons

In this section, we compare these schemes which we survey. First, we compare these schemes by the criteria that
we listed in Section 1. And the second, we compare these
schemes by the length of their user’s private key and ciphertext, and by the operation of the encrypt and decrypt
algorithm.

3.1

Security Analysis

These schemes which we survey were compared by the
criteria listed in Section 1. The criteria contain C1- finegrained access control, C2- data confidentiality, C3- scalability, C4- user accountability, C5- user revocation, and
C6- collusion resistant. This comparison table is listed in
Table 2.
We can know that these schemes almost cannot satisfy the criteria of scalability and user accountability, and
they all can achieve the data confidentiality. The ABE
scheme only satisfies one criteria. Because it uses the attributes in the user’s private key to match the attributes
in the encrypted data, it only achieve the basic security
requirement. But it provides the first concept to develop
the attribute-based encryption scheme. After that, these
schemes cannot satisfy all the criteria except HABE. Besides, the criteria of user accountability is hard to achieve.
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Table 2: The criteria of an ideal attribute-based encryption scheme
Item
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

ABE
N
Y
N
N
N
Y

KP-ABE
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y

CP-ABE
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

ABE with non-monotonic
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y

HABE
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Table 3: The comparison in the length of user’s key and ciphertext
Item
User’s Private Key
Ciphertext

ABE
|AU | + LG
1
|ACT |LG + LG2
1

KP-ABE
|AU |LG
1
|ACT |LG + LG
1
2

CP-ABE
(2|AU | + 1)LG
1
(2|ACT | + 1)LG + LG
1
2

ABE with non-monotonic
6|AU |LG
1
(2|ACT | + 1)LG + LG
1
2

HABE
|AU |LG
1
|ACT |LG + LG2
1

Table 4: Performance comparison
Item
Encryption
Decryption
Policy
Based on

ABE
|ACT |G1 + 2G2
dCe + 2dG2
Threshold
ABE

KP-ABE
|ACT |G1 + 2G2
|ACT |Ce + 2|m|G2
AND, OR, threshold
KP-ABE

CP-ABE
(2|ACT | + 1)G1 + 2G2
2|AU |Ce + (2|m| + 2)G2
AND, OR, threshold
CP-ABE

Preventing the problem of illegal key sharing among users
is difficult to solve, because it is hard to trace who shares
the key. So almost all ABE schemes that we introduce
cannot achieve two criteria.

4

ABE with non-monotonic
(2|ACT | + 1)G1 + 2G2
(3|ACT | + 2)Ce + G2
AND, OR, NOT, threshold
KP-ABE

HABE
|ACT |G1 + G2
3|AU |Ce + (|AU | − 1)G2
AND, OR, threshold
CP-ABE

Conclusions

In this paper, we survey five different attribute-based encryption schemes: ABE, KP-ABE, CP-ABE, ABE with
non-monotonic access structure, and HABE, and illustrate their schemes and compare them. These schemes
can be classified according to their access policy. The access policy in the user’s private key is KP-ABE, and the
3.2 Performance Analysis
access policy in the encrypted data is CP-ABE. Besides,
we can find these schemes that are hard to satisfy user accountability. Moreover, the access structure is pre-defined
LG1 denotes the bit-length of element in G1 , LG2 denotes in these schemes; if a new user wants to access data and
the bit-length of element in G2 , Ce denotes a pairing op- his attributes are not in the access structure, these eneration, G1 , G2 denotes two bilinear group operation, m crypted data will be re-generated.
denotes least node of the tree which can satisfy the access
structure, and | ∗ | denotes the number of the element ∗.
Thus, based on the discussion above, these existing
Table 3 and Table 4 list the comparison result [29]. We attribute-based encryption schemes have properties: (1)
can found out, the length of user’s private key and the These schemes are encrypted with attributes, so a data
ciphertext are corresponding to the number of attributes; owner just needs to predefine these attributes that he
if the number of attributes is too many. the length would would use, he doesn’t need to care about the number of
increase. Moreover, the length of user’s private key in users in the system; (2) Each attribute has public key,
ABE with a non-monotonic access structure scheme is secret key, and a random polynomial, so different users
more than other schemes, because the component of the cannot combine their attributes to recover the data, and
user’s private key in this scheme is including non-negated different users cannot carry out collusion attacks; (3) Only
and negated attributes. Besides, we can find out in Ta- the user who possesses the authorized attributes can satble 4; if the scheme is based on the CP-ABE scheme, isfy the access policy to decrypt data; (4) The access polthe decryption computation time is more than basic ABE icy contains a boolean formula such as AND, OR et al.
scheme and KP-ABE scheme. In addition, the policy in which can let the access structure be flexible to control
ABE with a non-monotonic access structure is different, users’ access. However, almost all schemes exist that the
because it can use the negated word to describe attributes. authority is used to generate keys. Since these schemes
But it causes a problem that the length of user’s private contain the authority that just suits the private cloud
key is longer than other schemes.
environments, the authority should be removed in the fu-
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